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C
ONSIDERABLEattention has re- Two Forms of Consumption-Based
centlybeen devoted to the possibility Taxation

ofreplacingincometaxation with direct
Some think that in a consumption-basedtaxation based on consumption.' Most

discussions of consumption-based direc tax system it is not necessary to levy taxes

taxes have occurred in a context that as
t

on business, which does not consume .3 1

believe this judgement is incorrect andsumes, at least implicitly, a closed econ-
assume that such taxes would be im-omy. They have focussed primarily on
posed, in part to capture part of economicquestions of distributional equity, inter-
rents for source countries.' I discuss thetemporal neutrality, administrative ease,
taxation of income from business and cap-and transition. To the extent they have

considered international aspects of the ital under two variants of the consump-

question, it has commonly been in the tion-based direct tax: (a) what the Meade

context of a unilateral shift to consump- Commission (Institute for Fiscal Studies,

tion-based taxation by one country. This 1978) has called the R-based tax and I have

article addresses selected international called the Simplified Alternative Tax or

issues in the tax treatment of income from SAT (McLure et al., 1990) and (b) the

capital raised by the possibility of a Meade Commission's R + F-based tax.'

worldwide switch to consumption-based The bases of the business tax under both

taxation as the international norin. It does the R-based and R + F-based taxes are

not rehash the other issues listed above calculated by allowing immediate deduc-

or ask whether a worldwide switch to con tions for all non-financial expenditures,

sumption-based taxation might eventu- including depreciable assets and inven-
tories.6 Under the R-based tax, interest and

*The Hoover Institution, Stanford University, dividends are exempt from tax, whether
Stanford,CA94305. received by individuals or by business
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firms; similarly, no deduction is allowed based treatment described above would
for interest expense or for dividends.' prevail, whether business was conducted

Under the R + F-based tax, individuals at home or abroad, whether by residents
are allowed a deduction for savings de- or by foreigners, and, in the latter case,
posited in qualified accounts and pay tax whether interest and dividends were paid
on amounts withdrawn from such ac- on portfolio investment or on direct in-
counts, including earnings on funds in the vestment by foreign corporations in local
account. Businesses include loan proceeds subsidiaries. (I address below the ques-
in taxable income and are allowed deduc- tion of whether the "income" tax should
tions for both repayment of principle and be accompanied by a withholding tax on
interest expense. I have argued elsewhere payments to foreign persons.) Similarly,
that the R-based system is much simpler for the R + F-based tax I assume that for.
to administer than either an income tax, eign investment and income therefrom are
the R + F-based tax, or another con- taxed in the same manner as domestic in-
sutption-based direct tax, the S-based vestment and the income it produces. From
tax. This is especially true when inter- an administrative point of view this as.
national flows of capital and the resulting sumption is more problematical than the
income are considered, analogous assumption for the R-based tax.

The base of the business tax in both
systems is economic rents (and perhaps

Concepts of International Tax Policyquasi-rents, during the period of transi-
tion to the tax). Stated differently, the Literature on the taxation of interna-
marginal effective tax rate is zero.' To see tional flows of income from capital de.
this, consider an equity investment of scribes several sometimes conflicting
$1,000 that yields a 20 percent return in goals."
one year. A taxpayer subject to a 30 per-
cent marginal tax rate must put up only The Basic Concepts$700 of his or her own money; the gov-
ernment supplies the rest, because of im- First, many observers-and not a few
mediate expensing of the investment. The practical politicians, especially those in
government takes $360 of the $1,200 re- capital-importing countries-believe that
turn (including principal) and the inves- inter-nation equity requires that host
tor gets $840. Since the taxpayer earns a countries are entitled to a substantial
20 percent return on "own funds," the portion of the tax levied on income orig-
METR is zero. Since there is no tax on the inating within their borders. 12 The prin-
return to marginal investment, only eco- ciple of source entitlement naturally lea&
nomic rents are subject to tax. Note that to taxation at source. Source-based taxa-
the government earns the same rate of re- tion is implemented through a combina-
turn on foregone tax revenues as the tion of income taxation and withholding
investor eams. taxes.

Addition of debt financing to the model Second, capital import neutrality (CIN)
does not change matters. Under the R- is a concept that has few supporters among
based tax, debt and interest payments have economists, although business people have
no tax consequences; under the R + F- a natural affinity for it. It requires that
based tax they have no tax consequences everyone doing business in a particular
in present value terms.10 In essence, country face the same tax regime. It is also
everything that is of interest from an eco- consistent with source-based taxation. For
nomic view occurs in the tax treatment of it to be realized under residence-based
real assets; the tax treatment of financial taxation, all nations would need to apply
flows is an uninteresting side-show. But identical taxes to income from business
this side-show takes center stage in the and capital. Economists note that this fom
discussion of administrative indepen- of neutrality is not needed to achieve an
dence later in this paper. efficient location of the world's invest-

In what follows, I assume that the R- ment."
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Third, capital export neutrality (CEN) lio investment would yield a normal re-
requires that income from capital be taxed turn in equilibrium, some direct invest-
equally, no matter where it is earned. This ment may also yield economic rents.
requirement is most usefully interpreted
in terms of equality of marginal effective Complicationstax rates, though this is usually not made
clear. If this requirement is not met, the Residence-based taxation of income from
world's capital will be misallocated to those foreign portfolio investment is extremely
jurisdictions where it is taxed least difficult to implement. It can be achieved
heavily." Under source-based taxation, only if there is a far-reaching system of
fulfillment of this requirement would im- information exchange and/or withhold-
ply equality of income taxation in all ing by source countries on behalf of resi-
countries-a stringent requirement, in- dence countries. If such income cannot ef-
deed. It can also be achieved by residence- fectively be taxed on a residence basis, the
based taxation. elimination of source-based taxation of this

Most (but not all) of the important cap- income creates incentives for capital flight
ital-exporting nations follow the resi- and undermines the domestic tax system
dence-based approach. 15 Some (e.g., of the residence country.19
France) employ a territorial system, which Some have argued that it would be ap-
exempts foreign-source income. Reflect- propriate to shift to the source principle
ing their historic status as net creditors, for the taxation of portfolio income. In-
developed countries have typically at- ternational competition for investment is
tempted to negotiate treaties based on likely to result in the elimination of source-
taxation at residence, while developing based taxation (except where justified by
countries have insisted on their rights to benefit considerations or where based on
source-based taxation." economic rents) in the absence of inter-

Since host countries have not been anx- national cooperation to prevent it.20 Oth-
ious to give up their source-based taxes, ers favor continuation of efforts to imple-
there is an obvious risk of double taxa- ment residence-based taxation of such

21tion. To prevent double taxation, capital- income.
"porting countries employing residence Taxation of corporations is generally
taxation have generally provided their applied on a separate entity basis; that is,
investors foreign tax credits (FTCS) for undistributed income of foreign subsid-
taxes paid to foreign governments (for iaries is generally not consolidated with
withholding taxes, in the case of portfolio that of their domestic parents, even by
investors; for both income taxes and with- countries that generally require consoli-
holdin,f taxes in the case of direct inves- dation of the income of affiliated domestic
tors).' Foreign tax credits can provide an firms. As a result, only income that is re-
"umbrella" under which source countries patriated (plus income earned by foreign
can raise their taxes, without fear of dis- branches of domestic firms and income
couraging investment from abroad (but see deemed to be earned in tax haven juris-
the discussion of limits on FTCs below). dictions) is subject to current taxation on

It is useful to distinguish between two a residence basis; tax on earnings re-
types of foreign-source income, that from tained abroad by foreign subsidiaries is
portfolio investment and that from direct deferred until dividends are paid. Thus,
investment. Direct investment is carried in practice, the present system of taxing
out through equity investments in for- income from direct investment represents
eign subsidiaries and branches controlled an amalgam of residence and source tax-
by the parent or home office, whereas ation.
portfolio investments are too small to pro- The source-based taxation of business
vide control." Portfolio investment can income is an extremely complicated sub-
produce either interest or dividends, ject. This is true, in part because of the
whereas direct investment yields equity difficulty of determining the source of in-
income for the investor. Whereas portfo- come, as required for the implementation
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of source-based taxation. Transfer-pricing rate reduction, has placed many U.S. cor-
problems and issues in the allocation of porations in an excess credit position.'
expenses pose particular problems. This shredding of the FTC umbrella has

Implementation of residence-based tax- placed downward pressure on tax rates
ation is also complicated, in part because around the world, despite American use
of the limitations commonly placed on the of the residence/credit system.'6
availability of foreign tax credits.22 Coun- The incredible complexity of the resi-
tries that allow foreign tax credits limit dence taxation/foreign tax credit rules has
such credits to the amount of domestic tax led some experts to call for a shift to
that would have been paid on the foreign- source-based taxation for business income
source income in the absence of credits. as the international norm. Hufbauer
These limitations make it necessary for (1991), for example, argues that while
residence countries to determine the source residence-based taxation of portfolio in-
of income. (If, for example, the U.S. tax come is required for the achievement of
rate is 34 percent and the foreign tax is capital export neutrality, source-based
$340 on $800 of foreign-source income, as taxation would be appropriate for income
defined by the United States, only $272 from direct investment. International tax
(34 percent of $800) can be credited. But competition would also tend to cause tax
if the taxpayer could attribute an addi- rates applied to this type of income to be
tional $200 of income to the foreign source, bid down under source-based taxation.
instead of the United States, the entire
foreign tax can be credited.) Complicated Rethinking the Conceptsrules have evolved governing both the
source of gross income and the allocation Standard discussions of source entitle-
of expenses among countries for the pur- ment and capital export neutrality do not
pose of calculating the limitation on the distinguish between the normal return to
foreign tax credit. capital and economic rents. Thus they are

Some nations employ separate country- not as useful as they could be, especially
by-country limits on their foreign tax as background for the debate on con-
credits (so-called "per country limita- sumption-based direct taxes on income
tions"), while others pool the income and from business and capital, which apply
taxes of many countries (the "overall lim- only to economic rents.
itation"). The United States employs an
overall limitation, but has a complicated
system of categories or "baskets" into aource Entitlement

which income is divided, in order to pre- It seems that the best basis for the
vent certain income subject to low taxes principle of source entitlement is the tax-
(namely income from financial services and ation of economic rents. That is, a country
shipping) from being pooled with income might reasonably expect to garner for its
subject to high taxes, effectively increas- fiscal coffers part of the extraordinary re-
ing credits available for foreign taxes on turns generated by economic activity con-

21the latter. ducted within its boundaries. This is most
When a company headquartered in a clearly true in the case of natural re-

country that employs a residence-based tax sources, but this reasoning also seems ap-
system is chronically in an excess tax plicable in the case of monopsonistic and
credit position (i.e., it pays more foreign monopolistic industries created or pro-
tax than it can credit against its domestic tected by public policies and rents from
liability), it faces a situation similar to that trademarks that have value because of
of a company located in a country with brand recognition based on advertising.2'
territorial taxation." That is, it pays It is less obviously true in the case of ex-
source-country taxes but no home country ploitation of patents based on research and
taxes. development (R & D) conducted else-

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 tightened where. This might be argued to be a spe-
the U.S. limitation rules. This, as well as cial case justifying a flow of tax receipts
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to the jurisdiction where R & D occurs, between economic rents and the normal
perhaps on benefit grounds. Presumably return to capital. Clearly, capital export
this would be relevant for extraordinary neutrality is relevant only (or almost only)

21returns, rather than normal returns. for taxation of the normal return to cap-
By comparison, the assignment of en- ital; by definition, unequal source-based

titlement to tax the normal return to cap- taxation cannot affect decisions on the ex-
ital to source countries is much less com- ploitation of opportunities to earn eco-
pelling. I fmd it more appropriate to assign nomic rents.
this entitlement to the countries supply- The implication of this for the con-
ing the capital. In discussing the taxation sumption tax debate is again obvious;
of income from portfolio investment, Huf- consumption-based taxes, being applied,
bauer (1991, Chapter 4) states the matter in effect, only to economic rents, auto-
as follows: matically achieve capital export neutral-

Itcan be argued that, as a matter of international tax
ity, at least as far as income is attribut-

equity, residence countries should share their reve- able to investment in depreciable assets
nueonportfolioincomewith source countries.... We and inventories. To the extent that the tax
dmwee with this suggestion. In our view, the resi- also hits only rents from such activities
dence country creates the economic climate favorable as R & D, it would also be neutral. Since
tothe creation of portfolio capital, by practicing pub- most expenses of such activities would belicriscal virtue and by nourishing private thrift. The
residencecountry should be rewarded for its contri- expensed, this would seem to be the or-
butionto the world economic system by garnering the dinary situation. The return to pure en-
ux revenue; the source country derives ample beneft trepreneurship is more problematic; it
simplyby using the capital from abroad to finance 30
investmentsthat pay a higher return than the inter-

would be taxed under the R-based tax.
at cost.

Some might argue that the benefit Synthesis
principle, the charging for benefits of Combining these two qualifications of
publicly-provided services, might also ius- the traditional analysis produces a con-
fify source-based taxation. However, while clusion quite at odds with standard
benefits might justify user fees, a payroll thinking. Unlike the conventional income
tax, or an origin-based value added tax, tax, a consumption-based direct tax would
they are not likely to justif@, source-based be consistent with both source entitle-
taxation of capital income. 9 ment and capital export neutrality, re-

This line of reasoning has important gardless of rate differentials."
implications for the debate on consump- Source countries would benefit in two
tion-based taxes. It suggests that, for the ways from an international shift to con-
most part, economic rents should be taxed sumption-based direct taxation: from the
by source countries. (Income from re- ability to levy relatively high taxes on
search and development is an important economic rents, without fear of discour-
exception.) This result is the natural out- aging investment, and from the elimina-
come of the type of consumption-based tio, of deductions for interest expense.
taxes on business considered here. With a Capital exporting countries would bear the
source-based system in place, there would revenue cost of this change. To the extent
be little role for withholding taxes. that foreign tax credits now absorb source-

Whether the normal return to capital based taxes, eliminating residence-based
should be taxed, if at all, by countries of taxation would have no effect on reve-
residence or by countries of source is less nues.
clear. Under consumption-based taxes,
these returns are not taxed at all.

Source or Residence-Based Taxation
of Consumption?

Capital Export Neutrality It is common to think of a consumption-
The discussion of capital export neu- based direct tax as being a residence-based

trality also commonly fails to distinguish tax. This is understandable, since most
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thinking has, perhaps implicitly, been in If these are thought to be important ob-
the context of a tax on income that is con- jectives, it would be appropriate to em-
sumed. Consumption is a residence-based ploy separate accounting where it is fea-
activity. But this view seems inappro- sible and leads to less distortion of the
priate in the case of the type of consump- measurement of income than does for-
tion-based tax systems considered here; mula apportionment. There are doubtless
the business portion of the consumption many instances in which accurate sepa-
tax is more naturally seen as a source- rate accounting is difficult. But in the im-
based tax on economic rents. As noted portant cases of economic rents-espe-
earlier, the tax treatment of financial flows cially natural resources trading on world
has no economic significance; I discuss markets at known prices-this is likely
administrative aspects of the issue in the to be a less serious problem than the in-
next section. accuracy involved in formula apportion-

34Important problems of implementing ment.
source-based taxation arise in the taxa-
tion of income from direct investment.
Here it seems that the crucial issue is A New Principle: Administrative

whether taxation continues to be based on Independence

separate entities or is converted to a con- I wish to call attention to a desirable
solidated basis, eliminating deferral. feature of national tax systems, which I
Consumption-based taxation of separate shall call administrative independence.
entities produces pure source-based tax- While some such notion permeates dis-
ation, with no place for residence-based cussions of international cooperation in tax
adjuncts and foreign tax credits. Indeed, administration, I do not recall seeing any
residence-based taxation seems to have no explicit discussion of the desirability of this
place in such a system. First, it is not re- attribute of tax systems. Because of its
quired by capital export neutrality. Sec- importance, administrative independence
ond, it would be the source of consider- might well rise to the lofty level of a
able complexity, as under present law. ttprinciple" on a par with such principles

As noted above, source-based taxation as international equity, interpersonal eq-
suffers from difficult problems of transfer uity, capital export neutrality, and non-
pricing and allocation of expenses. Some discrimination.
have suggested that formula allocation,
rather than separate accounting, should
be used to divide the income of multina- Two Types of Cooperation

tional firms among the jurisdictions in It seems useful to distinguish two types
which they operate. This approach could of cooperation in the taxation of inter-
also be used for consumption-based taxes, national flows of income. The first is co-
but this would destroy the theoretical at- operation in establishing the rules of the
traction of the tax based on source enti- game. This is exemplified, for example, in
tlement and capital export neutrality. the provision in the General Agreement
Economic rents would, in effect, be allo- on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) that allows
cated among nations in proportion to border tax adjustments (BTAS) for indi-
whatever is in the apportionment for- rect taxes, but not for direct taxes, in
mula, instead of to countries of source. The agreement on model treaties for the al-
tax applied to the rents of a particular firm leviation of international double taxation
could be rewritten as a tax levied on of income, and in the signing of tax trea-
whatever is in the formula, at a rate that ties.
depends on the profitability (rents) of the The second type of cooperation involves
firm." As a result, the tax would distort day-to-day cooperation in tax administra-
the location of the activities included in tion. This includes exchanges of infor-
the formula. Thus, neither taxation based mation, arrangements for source-country
on entitlement nor capital export neu- withholding on portfolio income on behalf
trality would prevail .33 of residence countries, with a clearing-
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house of liabilities, advance determina- maximizes administrative indepen-
tion rulings, and appeals to competent dence-that is, one that minimizes the
authority. need for day-to-day cooperation. Such co-

Though agreement on the rules of the operation is not costless. Some countries
game may call for day-to-day cooperation may fail to cooperate simply because they
if the system is to work, these two types lack the resources to do so. Others may
of cooperation are not the same thing. One resist cooperation because they believe it
can imagine both tax regimes in which is in their national interest to do so. Tax
only minimal cooperation of the second havens are the most flagrant cases of this;
type is required to implement agreements international cooperation in establishing
of the first type and regimes in which rules that would increase the administra-
substantial day-to-day cooperation is re- tive independence of non-haven countries
quired. Experience suggests that it is hard might help to eliminate the ability of tax
enough to gain agreement on the rules of havens to prey on other countries. Many
the game; it is much harder to gain day- otherwise respectable countries behave in
to-day cooperation. non-respectable ways in fiscal affairs, for

These two types of arrangements (in- example, by exempting interest pay-
volving minimal and substantial day-to- ments. In yet other cases, corruption may
day cooperation, respectively) may use- explain failure to cooperate. Whatever the
fully be illustrated by the amount of problem, cooperation generally increases
cooperation needed to implement desti- costs of administration and compliance,
nation and origin systems of value added and failure to cooperate interferes with
tax (VAT). Under the destination system both equity and neutrality.
each country can act unilaterally, provid-
ing export rebates and applying the tax Implicationsto imports; day-to-day cooperation with
trading partners is not required in any Countries can act independently in the
meaningful sense.3' implementation of source-based taxation

The situation is quite different with the of portfolio income; all they need to do is
origin-based VAT. It is necessary to value levy the tax. By comparison, it is much
goods crossing national borders in order more difficult to implement residence-
to assure that value added in both the based taxation of the same income. One
country of origin and the country of des- of the constant themes in the recent lit-
tination is taxed .36 Moreover, it is desir- erature on the taxation of international
able that the same valuation is placed on flows of income is the difficulty of taxing
exports from the country of origin and im- such income in the absence of cooperative
ports into the country of destination; oth- arrangements such as exchanges of infor-
erwise, some value added will be taxed niation, withholding and international tax

37twice or not at all. credits, etc.
The taxation of international flows of The implications for the discussion of

income is replete with examples in which consumption-based direct taxes on this
ongoing international cooperation would type of income are obvious. Under the R-
be desirable (but is generally rare or non- based tax, source countries "tax" interest
existent). These include rules for deter- and dividends simply by allowing no de-
mining the source of income (including ductions for them. The problems of resi-
monitoring of transfer prices), rules for dence-based taxation are thereby avoided.
allocating expenses, and rules for deter- By comparison, the residence-based
mining jurisdiction to tax. In extreme treatment of financial flows under the R
cases, income is subject

-
to multiple tax- + F-based tax requires substantial inter-

ation or escapes taxation, for example, national cooperation. Not only do inter-
through the use of tax havens. national flows of interest and dividends

I contend that there is much to be said have tax consequences; so do flows of fi-
for an international agreement establish- nancial principal. Thus, there is a strong
ing an accepted approach to taxation that reason for preferring the R-based direct
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consumption tax on grounds of adminis- based system related to source entitle-
trative independence. ment and capital export neutrality.

Things are not so simple in the case of
direct investment, even under the R-based ENDNOTES
tax. There seems to be no acceptable way
to achieve administrative independence. **The author wishes to thank Jack Mutti, George
Gary Hufbauer has recently identified Six Zodrow,and two referees for the National Tax Jour-
issues that "do not fit comfortably within al for their comments on an earlier draft of the pa-

per. The author is solely responsible for the opinions
the old CIN-CEN debate": rules for de- expressed here.
termining the source of income, rules for See, for example, Aaron and Galper (1985), An-
allocating expenses, determination of drews (1974), Bradford (1986), Hall and Rabushka

rt (1983) and (1985), Institute for Fiscal Studies (1978),transfer prices, the treatment of expo Lodin (1978), McLure (1988), McLure et al. (1990),
income, the freedom to be accorded sub- Mieszkowski (1980), U.S. Department of the Treasury
national governments in taxing interna- (1977), and Zodrow and McLure (forthcoming).
tional trade, and prevention of discrimi- 'See, however,McLure (1989a)and McLureet al.
nation against U.S. multinationals. The (1990), Chapter 9.

'See U.S. Department of the Treasury (1984), Vol.
adoption of the R-based tax (or the R + 1, pp. 193, 208.
F-based tax) would not solve any of these 4 For elaboration of this point, see Zodrow and
problems. Indeed, it might even exacer- McLure (forthcoming).

'Under the R-based system, individual tax is leviedbate some of the problems, given the need I labor income, including pensions. In effect (i.e.,oniy on
to determine the geographic location of in present value terms), this also happens under the
economic rents. R + F-based system. Many who favor lifetime income

over current income as the proper measure of ability
to pay believe that gifts and inheritances should be
included in the individual tax base. Other advocates

Summary and Conclusions of consumption-based direct taxation reject this view.
This issue is not important for purpose of the present

Replacement of the income tax with a article and is not pursued.See,however,McLureel
consumption-based direct tax would have '1. (1990, pp. 312-16) or Zodrow and McLure (forth-

some relatively neglected benefits, but also
coming).

r'These descriptions of the two consumption-based
some problems. Because the tax base is systems are intentionally brief; focus is on the inter-
limited to economic rents (plus labor in- national issues already identified. One referee, in
come and perhaps interpersonal trans- commenting on an earlier draft, observed that in this

fers), it would in theory allow achieve-
section "the reader feels as though he is attending the
second lecture of a two-part series, having missed the

ment of capital export neutrality, despite first." Given the ready availability of the literature
the use of source-based taxes levied at dif- cited in note 1, it does not seem appropriate to use
ferent rates in different countries. It would scarce pages of the NTJ to reiterate the mechanics,

effects, advantages, and disadvantages of consump-
also be consistent with source-based en tion-based direct taxes.
titlement to tax economic rents. Finally, 'For further discussion, see Institute for Fiscal
the R-based tax, but not the R + F-based Studies (1978), Hall and Rabushka (1983) and (1985),
tax, would provide administrative inde- Bradford (1986), McLure et at. (1990, Chapter 9), or

Zodrow and McLure (forthcoming).pendence in the treatment of income from 'On the relative simplicity of the R-based and R +
portfolio investment, and indeed all in- F-based taxes, see McLure and Zodrow (1990). The S-
terest and dividends. based tax is levied on net flows of equity income from

While the adoption of the R-based tax the bilsiness sector to households. This would clearly
be difficult to implement in an international contexk

would facilitate administrative indepen- for reasons indicated in the discussion of administra-
dence on the taxation of interest and div- tive independence in the section entitled "A New
idends, it would do nothing to achieve ad- Principle: Administrative Independence."
ministrative independence in the taxation @'rhese propositions are demonstrated in a number

of places, including McLure (1991), McLure et al. (19M,
of business income. The R + F-based tax Chapter 9), McLure and Zodrow (1990), and Zodrow
would do neither. Difficult problems of al- and McLure (forthcoming). The METR is also zero
locating income and expense in many under the S-based consumption tax mentioned in
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lofor a more complete discussion, see Zodrow and
of formula apportionment would under- McLure (forthcoming).
mine the advantages of a consumption- "The following description is not meant to be an
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exhaustive treatment of the principles governing tax- resources should be assigned to the country in which
ation of international income flows. See, for example, the resources are located. Arguments that "there is
Hufbauer (1992) or Musgrave (1987). no value without a market" seem largely beside the

"Peggy Musgrave has been the most forceful aca- point, since the demand curve facing most countries
demic proponent of this view. See, for example, Mus- exporting natural resources is highly elastic. By com-
grave (1987) and Musgrave (1992). parison, the analogous assignment of rents from

13Capital import neutrality is consistent with tax trademarks primarily to countries other than those of
neutrality toward the location of saving. This is not consumers seems less appropriate. Without the mar-
commonly thought to be an important objective. ket, trademarks would be of little value; it seems, for

"In the literature of international aspects of tax- example, that Alka Seltzer does not face an elastic
ation, it is common for any such statements to be demand curve for its product, but a series of rather
qualified by the addition of words such as "except as inelastic country-specific demand curves.
required to reflect the benefits of publicly-provided 2This case emphasizes the importance of adequate
m-vices." These words can ordinarily be omitted, with provisions for carryforward of losses It is essential
little loss of generality, because the base of corporate that any losses that may be incurred in R & D be
taxes generally cannot be-argued to reflect benefits. deductible against subsequent income. What may ap-
This issue is considered further below in the discus- pear to be monopoly profits in the case of the few in-
sion of source entitlement. novations that pay off handsomely after many years

"In speaking of "capital-exporting nations," it is of R & D and many failures may be more nearly nor-
most useful to think of gross capital flows. Thus the mal returns when averaged with the losses from un-
United States remains an important exporter of cap- productive R & D.
ital, although it has become a net importer of capital. 'Some might see a justification for benefit taxation

'%w, for example, United Nations (1969). in the existence of economic rents. This seems to be
"A key question facing any nation considering uni- just another name for the source entitlement princi-

lateral adoption of a consumption-based direct tax is ple,
whether credit would be allowed such taxes; the R- 3OMusgrave (1990), p. 476 reaches the same ana-
based tax can be argued not to be a tax on net income, lytical conclusions regarding income from depreciable
because interest is not deductible. The analogous ar- assets, but suggests that income from entrepreneurial
gument in the case of the R + F-based tax is that activity and non-depreciable assets does not escape tax.
borrowing would not be included in the base of a tax Thus, she draws a different policy conclusion that "it
on net income. This issue is not considered here. See, is therefore quite possible that there would be even
however, McLure (1990) and McLure et al. (1990, greater need for a business cash flow tax to be applied
Chapter 9). under a global-residence principle with foreign tax

"Thus, under U.S. law, foreign subsidiaries of credit in order to preserve neutrality with respect to
American corporations are "controlled foreign corpo- investment location."
rations." The characterizations in the next sentence 31 Capital import neutrality would also be achieved.
of the text may not be totally accurate in all cases. 3See McLure (1980).
For example, it is common for parents to provide sub- '13Jack Mutti has suggested in correspondence that
stantial debt financing for subsidiaries. Many coun- even greater distortions might occur if a country were
tries have "thin capitalization" rules to prevent the forced by revenue losses resulting from manipulation
undue use of interest payments to the parent to re- of transfer prices to employ higher tax rates.
duce taxable income and tax liabilities of the subsid- 3McLure (1989b) makes this point in the context
a of a paper advocating the general use of formula ap-
1%4cLure (1989a) suggests that U.S. exemption of portionment in the European Community after 1992.

interest earned by foreigners encourages capital flight 351t may be thought desirable to evoke interna-
from, and undermines the tax systems of, Latin tional cooperation in the form of a clearinghouse for
American countries. cross-country credits for taxes, in order to avoid the

'&-e, for example, Bird and McLure (1990). For a maintenance of border controls within an economic
contrary view, see Gordon (1991). union such as the European Community; see, for ex-

"See, for example, Musgrave (1990) and Hufbauer ample, Cnossen (1987). Strictly speaking, while this
(1991). type of cooperation may be desirable, it is not re-

'These issues are discussed, for example, in Slem- quired for satisfactory implementation of border tax
rod (forthcoming). For a discussion of the incredible adjustments; it is not the same as the type of coop-
complexity of the U.S. rules and proposals for their eration that is needed for consistent administration
simplification, see Tillinghast (1990). of origin principle VATS.

2'See'fillinghast (1990). 'Thus, for example, under the origin principle, im-
24Unused credits can ordinarily be carried forward porters would be subject to tax only on the excess of

and perhaps back to offset taxes in other years. If a sales over imports. Similarly, it would be necessary
company is chronically in an excess credit position, it to value exports, in order to tax them.
is not able to utilize all its credits. Moreover, credits "See, for example, Musgrave (1989) and Hufbauer
carried forward lose value, since ordinarily there is (1992).
no interest adjustment.

'Sw Goodspeed and Frisch (1989). REFERENCES
'See Slemrod (forthcoming).
'A complete discussion of this issue, while inter- Aaron, Henry J., and Harvey Galper, Assessing Tax

esting, would take us beyond the scope of the present Reform (Washington: The Brookings Institution,
article. I would argue that rents from most natural 1985).
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